
The contribution of social sciences to 
implementing METs
A hospital is not a human body 

a MET is not a surgical procedure: 
they are both social systems with people thinking and 

acting in ways we might not expect. 
Resources download from:

http://homepage.mac.com/johnovr/FileSharing2.html
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Questions social sciences can help with

Why are your MET call rates low – especially for 
some units? 
How best to spread a MET pilot to other units?
What are the costs and savings of a MET team, 
compared to alternatives? 
How to address the cultural issues in 
implementing a MET?
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Purpose
For clinical practitioners, implementers, managers to:

Understand challenges in implementing METs

shape and speed implementation using social science research 
and theories 

For researchers to
Identify where social science research 

could be of practical use

knowledge needed and potential 

Add a social science research component to a clinical study or 
implementation 3

Session covers
Overview 

John Øvretveit, Karolinska Institutet, 
Stockholm. 

11.35 METS and social science
Anna Johansson, Harvard Medical School & 
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center

11.55 Impact of adverse event on care givers
Sue Scott, Office of Clinical Effectiveness, 
University of Missouri Healthcare system 4
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Overview – How social sciences help 
implement and understand METs and failure to 

rescuePsychology, sociology, economics, organisational 
science, political science.
Quantitative and qualitative research methods
Experimental
Survey
Case study
Detached or action research role
Tools based on theories and research & “simplified 
versions” of research methods 5

Example
Dr Marion Hicks given responsibility for implementing 
MET in the hospital
2 nurses and physician from critical care unit

Taught MET call triggers, posters and call number
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Practical Challenges
Evidence disputedEvidence disputed
Training attendanceTraining attendance
Effective trainingEffective training
Communicating trigger criteriaCommunicating trigger criteria
Call ratesCall rates
Bypass traditional escalation stepsBypass traditional escalation steps
Keeping responsible physician informedKeeping responsible physician informed
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Example
Calls few, and variable between units – and 
declined

Then Mrs Petersen experienced a cardiac arrest & 
crash team too late

Case review found deterioration was gradual - arrest 
could have been predicted. 

“when the nurse saw the indications, why didn’t 
she call the MET team rather than delaying 
things?”
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MERIT study

40% of patients with MET criteria had a 
MET call

Variation between units in use of MET 

Vital signs not measured in 50% of 
patients before serious events
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Questions

To understand this (explain it) – what might 
social science have to say?
To decide what to do next – which social 
science theories might help?.
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The story continues….

After work, drinks with junior doctors and nurse colleagues
Verbal agreement – rumour senior physician angry 
Cuts across the hierarchical structure and culture

Learned from social sciences 
Implementation not linear & standardised

Context more influential than Dr Hicks leader actions: culture, & 
systems for communication and data gathering/analysis

Need political strategy as well as more professional project 
management 1
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Why do different studies find different 
effectiveness of METs?

What social implementation research 
shows 
Different types of MET studied
Differently implemented: triggers, 
agreements policies, training, 
Behaviour change  depends on culture 
and context
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Social science research shows

Evidence + Implementation + Context 
=  Safety

Proven change + effective implementation 
+ supportive context

= higher quality
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Illustration: Can you grow pineapples in Sweden
- outside of a hothouse?

Seed Gardener/planting & nurture Climate / soil

Change idea
Evidence
0-5?

+   Context 0-5?
- Local
- Wider

+   Implementation actions
0-5?

Your change?

News – for some

There is a science of organisation behaviour and change 
which
predicts what you are experiencing
explains slow and patchy implementation
helps plan more effective change and solutions

Next – some social science research into 
implementation and context supportive of change

Caution: but you have to adapt to apply locally
Think global, act local
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Which context supportive of METs?
Which implementation strategy?

Use research and theories and adapt to your situation
Continual review and refinement using feedback and 
political strategy

Next slides help with social science theories for 
implementation and building a supportive context  
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Supportive organisational context – gen
Senior management - strategy

Connect MET to organisational strategy and other 
changes
Business case

Middle management – helps with their concerns
Other leaders
Rationale and tension for the change
Change culture and attitudes
Change saturation
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Supportive external context - gen

Customer pressure 
Political pressure
Economic pressure
Regulatory requirements
Financial incentives
Other external pressures 
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Review clinical-change theories (Grol et al 2007)
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(Grol et al 2007)
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(Grol et al 2007)
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Relevant Concepts 
Hierarchy: tasks delegated, decision making levels. 
Routine and emergency: clear roles and decision making 
delegated to responsible leader in the situation
Work division & Specialisation: departments, professions.
= need for coordination and communication to combine inputs
= the “in-between” safety problems. Between shifts, professions, 

departments, services.
Socialisation 
Identity & self image
Culture
Innovation, Spread, Sustaining change
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Why is implementation difficult?
cuts across established tribal hierarchy 

in addition to all other challenges of change
People have to change what they do

New learning: recognise critical signs & know when to call 
MET & when not to
Make decision: do nothing, call more senior person, or call 
MET?
Perform new behaviour of calling 

Fear of breaking custom and norms greater than fear of patient 
deterioration not being responded to 2
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Behaviour change through 5 stages:
Pre-contemplation

Contemplation

Preparation

Action

Maintenance

(Relapse)

‘Readiness to Change’ Theory

Knowledge and 
attitude change

Emotional process Development of 
skills

Restructuring environment, social support 
and reward systems

Transtheoretical model, Prochaska & DiClemente 1994

Altering attitudes & beliefsX



Evidence from change implementation & innovation 
research
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Evidence from change implementation & innovation 
research
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Lessons from SS research: How to start and 
speed implementationAdapt to adopt

Local implementers and those affected decide details of MET and of 
implementation

Don’t implement but facilitate co-creation 

How much adaptation leads to loss of effectiveness?

Political force field mapping

Diffusion of innovation
Characteristics predicting spread; Early adopter areas.

Change management theories.

Teamwork

Costing
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Costing tool tested in Stockholm (routine data)
KI Economics study proposes and used:
Cost, Spend, Save model:

Cost of problem (failure to rescue)

Spend for 50% solution 
(rescue 50% of previous predictable arrests – cardiac & respiratory)

Training, RRT, & other items 

Save at 1,2,3yr & Time to break even on solution investment
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Political force field mapping

2
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Assess context: Sexton IHI Climate assessment 
tool
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Change management theories & evidence
Iles & Southerland 2001, Download from

www.sdo.lshtm.ac.uk 
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Concluding points

Hospitals are not human bodies and RRTs are not surgery
Both are complex changing social systems
Social sciences can help understand

How to detect and respond to deteriorating patients

Responses of some units to RRT

And predict, plan and implement RRT

Tools are based on theories – some not tested or relevant
Skillfully chose and adapt Soc Sci theory and tools to your 
setting and type of RRT
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Conclusions
1. This was new or surprising, for me…

2. This might help me 

3. I need to find out more about

RESOURCES FROM:   “MET” folder at web site
http://homepage.mac.com/johnovr/FileSharing2.html

Health warning: unskilled generalisation
can seriously damage your implementation 

success
Example: 

Theory of diffusion of innovation
applied to RRT in one hospital may guide attention to 

But not in another
Much depends on local culture, politics, resources
You have to judge skillfully the relevance of theory and 
adapt to your situation
Little guidance on how to do so
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Score your organisation on these
to target action for implementing RRT

Change readiness:
Do people want and 
expect change?

Change coping:
How able are people 
individually and 
collectively to cope 
with one or more 
changes?

Change capacity
Organisational or 
external expertise, 
facilitation, resources 
to help make changes.
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Change readiness factors 

Organisational factors
culture: 
Leadership:
Preparation, planning 
and execution
Governance: 
Incentives for change
Ability to innovate

Project factors
Reach: 
Process: 
Knowledge
Criticality of supplier

(Greenhalgh et al, 2005; 
Gustafson et al, 2003, 
SDO Hyde09)
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Teams
.
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Diffusion of innovation
Score these characteristics predicting spread

Relative advantage (1-5)
perceived as better

Compatibility (1-5)
consistent with values, & needs of adopters

Complexity (1-5)
difficult to understand and use.

Trialability (1-5)
experimented with on a limited basis.

Observability (1-5)
results of an innovation are visible to others.
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Which units in the hospitals adopt fastest
– and why?
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Spread model Greenhalgh 2004 How to Spread Good Ideas, SDO
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Change Achievement Success Index (CASI) 
The higher the score the greater the chances of a change being 

achieved. 
Four parts – questions – score 1-5

1) The immediate management of the change, 
skills, resources and authority.

2) The nature of the change 
complexity and time-scale.

3) Factors within the organisation
4)Environmental pressures

the change needs to respond to
http://homepage.mac.com/johnovr/FileSharing2.html
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Change readiness assessment tool – also culture and climate tools

Based on Prochaska et al.’s (1994) theory
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